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Live better, it’s easy!

«Simplicity is
genius»,
— This is what we say about things that can easily change our lives for the better.
We are used to having refrigerators, running water and fountain pens,
things that were innovations in their day, and which changed our daily lives.
Today transforming your interior with laminate flooring can be as simple
as using a vacuum cleaner. Lighters, toothbrushes, cameras, these are all
things, just like Floorpan laminate, which have proven that change for the
better can be found in simplicity.
To inspire you to make positive changes to your life, we offer you our
special collections: a collection of stories about useful inventions, and the
KASTAMONU Floorpan laminate flooring collection. We believe that living
better is easy and we are here to help you achieve this.
In this catalogue we present Floorpan Ruby - 12 mm thick increased strength
laminate tapered as floorboards with a deep and textured surface. Floorpan
Ruby gives a sense of exclusivity and comfort above and beyond ordinary
laminate.
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The benchmark
of style
Until the XVII century the wide sleeve was in vogue in Europe, and cuffs were
fastened with special chains or ribbons with a button. When the sleeve finally
tapered, cuff links replaced these chains.
From the outset cuff links were expensive jewellery accessories. They retained
an exclusive status until the 1930s, when ways were found to make them even
out of plastic.
Today, while cuff links are used in formal business attire, they can also be
worn on non-formal occasions, in which case they are made from almost any
material and have unusual designs.
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The clockwork
gadget
In 1770, self-winding watches were invented, containing a special
eccentric weight that turns on a pivot. At that time watches were a symbol
of high status and were referred to as «eternal». In the 1960s,
the self-winding watch was improved and became the industry standard.
For self-winding watches to work correctly they must be worn every day.
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Therefore, the winder device was invented to store such watches a special box with an electric motor driving its contents.
This unusual and prestigious accessory is often made of expensive
wood and jewellery.
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Impeccable
jewellery
Ultrasound is sound waves with a vibration frequency greater
than 20,000 Hz, inaudible to the human ear. Nearly one hundred
years passed from the creation in 1883 of the first ultrasound
device – the Galton whistle, to the widespread introduction
of ultrasound technology. Today this technology is essential
not only in science, medicine and industry, but even in the home.
For example, ultrasonic jewellery cleaning devices have recently
entered the market. In just 15 minutes your favorite family jewels
shine like new without exhausting scrubbing, scratches and stress!
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Unsurpassed
accuracy
The first chronometer was invented 340 years ago by Galileo Galilei
and Christiaan Huygens. The precision device with an average error
of less than 5 seconds per day was vital to the Navy to correctly
calculate the location of ships.
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Today the best watchmakers are Swiss. Their current record chronometer
error is 1/100th of a second per day for mechanical clocks and 1/1000th
of a second per day for quartz clocks.
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Ready to drive
the green
Golf was invented in Scotland in the middle of the XV century.
Today golf is the favorite game of wealthy people around the world.
When playing golf you need to carry a lot of equipment, including
no less than 14 clubs! Therefore, in 1870 special bags were invented
for golfers. Modern bags come in three types - on wheels, with legs
and conventional. Light bags are carried by the players themselves,
and heavy bags are carried either by caddies or on a special electric
golf cart.
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Among
the people
The black tie in England or the tuxedo in the United States is called
“smoking” and «suit for smoking» in Russian. It evolved in the late
XIX century from an item of clothing similar to a robe, in which men
smoked or received informal guests in their home.
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Today the tuxedo is an evening suit consisting of a jacket with silk
lapels, a bow tie and white shirt with stand-up collar.
The trousers in a tuxedo are usually black with wide silk stripes,
and the shoes are always polished. The attire is complemented
by a sash worn around the waist called a cummerbund.
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Размеры половицы
Площадь пола в упаковке
Количество половиц в упаковке
Вес упаковки
Количество упаковок на палете
Вес палеты брутто
Класс применения
Фаска
Board dimensions
Система замка
Floor area per pack
Структура поверхности

12
12

мм
MM

12x159x1380 мм
1,864 м2
7 шт
18,61 кг
44 шт
833,84 кг
33
4V
12x159x1380
mm
UNICLIC
1,755
m2
S (синхронная)

Number of boards per pack
8
Pack weight
17,56 kg
Number of packs on pallet
50
Gross weight of pallet
893 kg
В силу технических
особенностей
изображения декоров
Application
class
33
в каталогах
могут незначительно отличаться
Bevel
4V
от реальных декоров ламинированных напольных покрытий.
Lock system
UNICLIC

Due to technical features of the flooring the décor images
in this catalog may vary slightly from the décor of the actual
laminate flooring.
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Офис продаж
OOO «КАСТАМОНУ МАРКЕТИНГ ЭНД ТРЕЙД»
123317, Россия, Москва
Пресненская набережная, д. 10, блок Б
Деловой комплекс «Башня на Набережной»
тел.: +7 495 785 77 30
e-mail: sales@keas.ru
www.kastamonu.ru
www. oorpan.ru

Производство
ООО «КАСТАМОНУ ИНТЕГРЕЙТЕД ВУД ИНДАСТРИ»
423600, Россия, Республика Татарстан,
г. Елабуга, Территория ОЭЗ «ППТ «Алабуга»,
ул. Ш-3, здание 3/3
тел. / факс: +7 85557 5 31 00 / 76
e-mail: info@keas.ru
www.kastamonu.ru
www. oorpan.ru
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Sales office
KASTAMONU MARKETING AND TRADE
Lotos Business center
18th floor, 2 Odesskaya street, Block A, Moscow,
117638, Russia.
Phone: +7 495 785 77 30
Email: sales@keas.ru
www. kastamonu.ru
Production plant
KASTAMONU INTEGRATED WOOD INDUSTRY
3/3, SH-3 Street,
Alabuga SEZ, Yelabuga,
Republic of Tatarstan, 423600, Russia
Phone/fax: +7 85557 5 31 00 / 76
Email: info@keas.ru
www. kastamonu.ru
www.floorpan.ru

